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Appendices: Winooski Avenue Parking Management Plan

APPENDIX A. SURVEY
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LIVE IN THE STUDY AREA
A total of 243 of the survey respondents live in the study area (Table 1). Of those,17% of the
residents also work in the study area, 14% visit points of interest in the study area, 12% simply
travel and do not conduct business in the study area, 9% own or manage enterprises, 7%
carpool/pickup/drop off, and 6% own property (other than their own residence).
TABLE 1: RESIDENTS WHO ARE ALSO OTHER USERS
Work
42
17%
Visit
35
14%
Travel Through
29
12%
Own Business
21
9%
Carpool/Pickup/Drop off
17
7%
Own Property
14
6%
Live in Study Area
243
100%
Source: Winooski PMP Survey (weighted resident data)

To represent the residents of the study area more accurately, the survey data for study area
residents only were weighted to match the US Census Bureau's American Community Survey
2015-2019 data for three census tracts. 1 The weighting processes use an iterative proportional
fit algorithm to match survey respondents to the ACS data along several different dimensions:
sex, age, race, income, and walking difficulty. The resulting weights increase the influence of
survey respondents whose sex, age, or race (or other demographic characteristic) is
underrepresented in the survey and decrease the influence of survey respondents that are
overrepresented in the survey relative to the census data. Nonresident survey respondents
were not weighted because the target (or reference) population for them was undefined. The
weighted data are used in the following tables and charts of the resident respondents.

1

50007000300, 50007000400, 50007000500
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Vehicle Ownership
The weighted data for resident vehicle ownership suggests that the average vehicles per
household is 1.7. This is close to the census data noted in the report that suggested vehicle
ownership is between 1.6 and 1.7. The study has a lower vehicle ownership rate than the
Chittenden County (1.84) and Vermont average (1.93) (Table 2).
TABLE 2: VEHICLES PER STUDY AREA RESIDENT HOUSEHOLD
NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLD VEHICLES
0
1
2
3
4
5
More than 5

WEIGHTED FREQUENCY

PERCENT

19
102
77
26
9
4
6
243

7.8%
42.0%
31.7%
10.7%
3.7%
1.6%
2.5%
100.0%

Total

Source: Winooski PMP Survey (weighted resident data)

The majority (57%) of residents do park or have access to a driveway for their vehicles.
However, a sizable share (35%) of respondents is forced to use on-street spaces either due to a
lack of a driveway or it being enough of an inconvenience or difficulty (Table 3).
TABLE 3: RESIDENTS—WHAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR TYPICAL PARKING SITUATION?
# OF
RESPONDENTS

% OF TOTAL

I do not have off-street parking therefore I can only park on the
street

64

26.3%

I don't use a car

10

4.1%

I park in the driveway

81

33.3%

I park in the driveway when space permits

58

23.9%

I prefer parking on the street

10

4.1%

My driveway is difficult to access so I park on the street

20

8.2%

243

100%

PARKING SITUATION

Total
Source: Winooski PMP Survey (weighted resident data)
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Nearly 42% of residents perceive it frequently difficult to park close to their home. A total of 26%
of residents report it occasionally difficult to park close to their home, while 23% of residents
report little to no difficulty (Figure 1). Figure 2 and Figure 3 outline residents’ travel behavior
responses to policy changes.
FIGURE 1: RESIDENTS—HOW OFTEN DO YOU FIND IT DIFFICULT TO PARK CLOSE TO YOUR
HOME?

FIGURE 2: RESIDENTS—POLICY RESPONSES

Source: Winooski PMP Survey (weighted resident data)
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FIGURE 3: RESIDENTS—TRAVEL BEHAVIOR RESPONSES

Source: Winooski PMP Survey (weighted resident data)

A finer review of the data (for survey respondents who said what street they live on) indicate
that the preference for a residential parking permit program is generally consistent between
those residents who live on North Winooski versus those who live on other streets in the study
area.
The web survey asked for, “Any other information you think would be helpful regarding vehicle
parking for your residence in the study area?” The open response question received responses
data from 112 residents. The following themes were evident in the data:
•

Concerns that rental units and commercial units do not supply sufficient space to store
the vehicles that come along with the occupants or patrons. Concerns about the lack of
this parking, especially for commercial uses increasing demand and pushing it further
away (and then affecting those existing users).

•

Maximize the use of existing infrastructure. Improve snow management to keep parking
spaces free and easier to use. Stripe the parking lanes to improve the space
management and make the best use of space.

•

More bike parking.

•

Limited parking opportunity for guests.

•

Decoupling parking was noted as a reason for looking further away and free parking.
Charging a fee to have parking at your residence by “unbundling” it from the base rent
has caused some residents to seek other options.
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WORK IN THE STUDY AREA
A total of 182 survey respondents work in the study area. Of those who work in the study area,
42 live in the study area, 59 visit places of interest in the study area, and 33 own or manage a
place of employment. Employees use a variety of travel modes to travel to and from work. A
total of 71% of respondents reported using a vehicle frequently to travel to and from work.
Another 20% of respondents reported taking transit, walking, or biking frequently to travel to and
from work. And 50% of respondents reported not using transit, walking, or biking as means to
get to work (Figure 4).
FIGURE 4: TRAVEL MODES TO WORK

Table 4 indicates where employed respondents park when they are at work This same
information is presented in Figure 5. Riverside Avenue and Hyde Street are the two most
frequent streets identified by the respondents who provided a street name for where they park.
TABLE 4: EMPLOYED PERSONS—WHEN AT WORK WHERE DO YOU PARK YOUR VEHICLE?
WORKERS PARKING OPTIONS

PERCENT

RESPONSES

Private parking lot (off street)

17.5%

27

Public parking lot (off street)

6.5%

10

On Winooski Avenue

53.9%

83

Study area side street (one block either side of
Winooski Avenue)

13.0%

20

On a street outside of the study area

3.9%

6

I am a passenger that needs curb space or a parking
space for drop off

0.6%

1

Other

4.5%

7

–

154

Totals
Source: Winooski PMP Survey
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FIGURE 5: EMPLOYED PERSONS PARKING LOCATIONS

Table 5 indicates how many days of parking each employed worker required. A plurality of
respondents indicated that they require five days of parking, which aligns with most full-time
positions where employees work for five days each week.
TABLE 5: EMPLOYED PERSONS PARKING DAYS PER WEEK
WORKER’S DAYS REQUIRE PARKING
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Source: Winooski PMP Survey

Totals
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PERCENT

RESPONSES

10.6%
7.5%
11.2%
10.0%
46.0%
3.1%
11.2%
–

17
12
18
16
74
5
18
160

Figure 6 details the level of agreement among employed respondents who were presented with
an array of policy options around parking. A majority (58%) of employed respondents strongly
disagreed with the policy statement that they would pay for a dedicated off-street space. A
plurality of employed respondents also strongly disagreed that they would pay a reasonable
price for parking near North Winooski Avenue.
FIGURE 6: EMPLOYED PERSONS—POLICY RESPONSES

Source: Winooski PMP Survey
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Figure 7 illustrates the travel behavior responses of employed respondents to parking changes.
Most respondents indicated that being able to park in nearby off-street lots belonging to other
businesses or users would have little or no impact on their own behavior. Similarly, most
respondents envisioned no impact on their own behavior with the addition of loading zones.
FIGURE 7: EMPLOYED PERSONS—TRAVEL BEHAVIOR RESPONSE

Source: Winooski PMP Survey
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VISIT THE STUDY AREA
Visitors to the study area are self-selected as having some purpose in the study area. Of the
341 users who identified as a visitor, 35 of them also live in the study area, 59 of them work in
the study area, and 16 of them own or manage a place of employment.
A total of 83% of visitors report visiting food and restaurant establishments and 64% report
general shopping. The places of interest to visitors are displayed in Figure 8.
FIGURE 8: VISITOR PLACES OF INTEREST

Source: Winooski PMP Survey

Visitors report using transit, walking, or biking modes at nearly the same rate as those using a
private vehicle. Fewer than 10% of visitors report being dropped off more often than
“sometimes.” Visitor travel mode is shown in Figure 9.
FIGURE 9: VISITOR TRAVEL MODE

Source: Winooski PMP Survey
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Most visitors (42%) to the study area park along Winooski Avenue and 24% of other visitors
park in off-street parking lots, either public or private. Table 6 shows where visitors are parking
when they visit the study area.
TABLE 6: VISITORS—WHERE DO YOU PARK YOUR VEHICLE MOST OF THE TIME
PARKING RESPONSES

PERCENT

RESPONSES

Winooski Avenue

42.00%

128

Private parking lot (off street)

12.50%

38

Publicly available parking lot (off street)

11.50%

35

Side street in the study area (one block either side of Winooski Avenue)

9.80%

30

Street outside of the study area

8.20%

25

Residential location (off street)
Shared off-street parking lot
I do not park
Other

7.20%
1.30%
3.90%
3.60%
–

22
4
12
11
305

Totals

Source: RSG survey

The overwhelming majority of respondents do not pay for parking when they visit the study area
(Figure 10).
FIGURE 10: VISITORS—DO YOU PAY FOR PARKING WHEN YOU VISIT?

Source: Winooski PMP Survey
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The frequency of visitor travel is informative to understand the nature of the parking demand.
Approximately 65% of visitors are in the study area one day a week or less. A total of 80% are
in the study area two days or less a week. The days per week and the cumulative percentage of
visitors are shown in Figure 11.
FIGURE 11: VISITORS—FREQUENCY OF VISIT

Source: Winooski PMP Survey

Figure 12 shows the duration of respondents’ stay during their visit to the corridor. Figure 13
shows when, by time of day and weekend versus weekday, those visits to the corridor occurred.
FIGURE 12: VISITOR—LENGTH OF STAY

Source: Winooski PMP Survey
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FIGURE 13: VISITOR—PERIOD OF VISIT

Source: Winooski PMP Survey

Figure 14 details the level of agreement among visitor respondents who were presented with an
array of policy options around parking. A plurality (37%) strongly agreed that they would bike
more in the study area if biking were safer. Most visitor respondents (79%) also either strongly
agreed or agreed that they would park in a dedicated off-street space within one block of their
destination.
FIGURE 14: VISITORS—POLICY RESPONSES

Source: Winooski PMP Survey
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Figure 15 illustrates the travel behavior responses of visitor respondents to parking changes.
Most respondents (58%) indicated that adding time-restricted parking would have little or no
impact on their own behavior. Similarly, most respondents (62%) envisioned no impact on their
own behavior with the addition of loading zones.
FIGURE 15: VISITORS—TRAVEL BEHAVIOR RESPONSES

Source: Winooski PMP Survey
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MANAGE OR OWN A PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT IN THE
STUDY AREA
Over 3% of the survey respondents (39) indicated they own or manage places of employment in
the study area. The input from this user group is valuable to understand the perception of
parking needs from employees, visitors, as well as commercial related traffic such as deliveries.
Figure 16 and Figure 17 indicate where managers of places of employment within the study
corridor think their employees and patrons are parking.
FIGURE 16: WHERE I THINK MY EMPLOYEES PARK

Source: Winooski PMP Survey

FIGURE 17: WHERE I THINK MY PATRONS ARE PARKING

Source: Winooski PMP Survey
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Fifty percent of the owner/manager respondents indicated they require truck loading zones. A
total of 84% of respondents seek to use their loading spaces before 3:00 p.m. However, only
16% use it before 9:00 a.m. A total of 41% require loading space during the middle of the day.
The breakdown by time is shown in Figure 18.
FIGURE 18: WHAT TIME OF DAY DO YOU NEED PARKING FOR TRUCK LOADING?

Source: Winooski PMP Survey

Fifty percent of the owner/manager respondents indicated they have short-term parking needs.
The responses indicate that demand is relatively stable from 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. No shortterm parking demand for “late night” was indicated. The breakdown by time is shown in Figure
19.
FIGURE 19: WHAT TIME OF DAY IS THE HIGHEST DEMAND FOR SHORT-TERM SPACES?

Source: Winooski PMP Survey
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Figure 20 details the level of agreement among owners and managers in the study corridor in
response to parking policy changes. Most respondents (67%) strongly agreed that they would
have a more difficult time attracting or retaining employees if parking was more difficult. Most
respondents (67%) also strongly agreed that they would direct their visitors/customers/clients to
off-street parking if it were available.
FIGURE 20: OWNERS AND MANAGERS—POLICY RESPONSES

Source: Winooski PMP Survey

Figure 21 illustrates the travel behavior responses among owners and managers to parking
changes. Most respondents (67%) envisioned no impact on their own behavior with the addition
of loading zones.
FIGURE 21: OWNERS AND MANAGERS—TRAVEL BEHAVIOR RESPONSES
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OWN A COMMERCIAL OR RENTAL PROPERTY IN THE
STUDY AREA
A total of 52 survey respondents (4.4% of total) indicated they own a commercial or rental
property in the study area. Table 7 presents the type of properties that are owned by the survey
respondents.
TABLE 7: PROPERTY OWNERS—WHAT TYPE OF PROPERTY
OWNERSHIP TYPE

PERCENT

RESPONSES

55.8%

29

5.8%

3

38.4%

20
52

Residential property
Commercial
property
Both
Totals

Source: Winooski PMP Survey

–

Of the parking that is provided off street, 73% of responses suggest there is little to spare in
terms of existing off-street parking (Table 8).
TABLE 8: PROPERTY OWNERS—AVAILABILITY OF OFF-STREET PARKING
OFF-STREET PARKING
PERCENT RESPONSES
AVAILABILITY

Usually available
Usually at capacity

Totals

Source: Winooski PMP Survey

26.9%
73.1%

14
38
52

–

The following tables present the status of paid versus free parking for residential and
commercial tenants (Table 9 and Table 10).
TABLE 9: I PROVIDE FREE OFF-STREET PARKING FOR RESIDENTIAL TENANTS
PROVIDES FREE OFF-STREET PARKING FOR
RESIDENTIAL TENANTS

Yes, for every residential unit
Yes, but not enough for every unit
No, I do not provide free off-street parking
Source: Winooski PMP Survey

PERCENT

RESPONSES

26.9%
44.2%
28.8%

14
23
15
52

Totals

–

TABLE 10: I PROVIDE OFF-STREET PARKING FOR A FEE FOR RESIDENTIAL TENANTS
Yes, for every residential unit
Yes, but not enough for every unit
No, I do not provide off-street parking for a fee
Not applicable

Totals

Source: Winooski PMP Survey
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PERCENT

RESPONSES

1.9%
7.7%
55.8%
34.6%
–

1
4
29
18
52

Table 11 indicates the percentage of respondents who provide off-street parking for their
commercial tenants. Most (73%) do not provide off-street parking.
TABLE 11: I PROVIDE OFF-STREET PARKING FOR COMMERCIAL TENANTS
Yes, exclusively for the commercial tenants(s) and their
customers/patrons
Yes, for anyone. No signs restrict use of the spaces
No, I do not provide off-street parking for commercial tenants
Source: Winooski PMP Survey

Totals

PERCENT

RESPONSES

17.3%

9

9.6%
73.1%
–

5
38
52

Figure 22 indicates the policy opinions of property owners along the study corridor. Most
property owners (64%) strongly disagreed with the statement that they would share their
property’s off-street parking if certain conditions were met. A plurality (47%) strongly agreed that
they would have a more difficult time renting or leasing their property if they charged for parking.
FIGURE 22: PROPERTY OWNERS—POLICY OPINIONS

Source: Winooski PMP Survey
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MODEL INPUTS
Parking Supply
The project team developed a summary of the number of parking spaces in the study area from
aerial imagery and field visits (Table 1). An estimated 1,679 spaces are available today, with
most spaces being off street and available to residents only. An estimated 372 spaces are on
street, with 13 restricted by the Grant Street residential parking permit program.
TABLE 1: EXISTING PARKING SUPPLY
NUMBER OF
SPACES
359
13
158
872
277
1,679

PARKING TYPE
On street
On-street residential parking permit
Commercial shared lot
Residential only
Restricted to specific users

Total

The Shared Use Parking Model (SUPM) requires that the parking spaces are assigned a
parking type classification, which restricts which users can park in those lots. Residential lots
are considered the most restrictive, which assumes that only the residents of that parcel can
park in the off-street spaces. An estimated 277 off-street spaces have a defined set of users
who are allowed to park in those spaces. For example, if a parcel has a mix of residential and
commercial land uses, the lot would be restricted to only those users and not available to users
from other parcels. The generic commercial (all nonresidential land uses) classification allows
that specific parcel to park there, but also other users from nearby commercial uses. The
restrictions were manually assigned by the project team by reviewing the nature of the parking
lot, the parcel, and knowledge of the specific land uses.

Land-Use Data
Land-use data for the existing and future conditions are maintained in a GIS file, which contains
a specific location for the source of the parking demand. Each land use in the study area is
classified by a land-use type in the Shared Parking methodology. 1 The project team assigned
each land-use type a land-use code (LUCs) that made it easier to apply and assign to specific
parcels in the GIS data and in the SUPM.

Smith, Mary S. Shared Parking, 3rd ed. Washington, D.C.: Urban Land Institute, ICSC, and National
Parking Association, 2020.
1
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The existing and future land uses by LUC and size are shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2: LAND USES AND SQUARE FOOTAGE
LAND-USE TYPE
Residential – Single Family Detached
Residential – Attached or Multifamily
Retail
Supermarket/Grocery
Restaurant
Nightclub/Bar
Health Club
Office
Large Office
Medical office
Bank
Daycare /Adult day activities

Source: CCRPC, City of Burlington, and RSG
Dwelling units = DU Thousand Square Feet (ksqft)

LUC
51
50
8
11
22
30
36
60
61
63
64
65

EXISTING
SIZE
99
739

25.6
6.5
24.7
3.3
8

67
20.8
59
0.25

19.5

UNIT OF
LUC
DU
DU
ksqft
ksqft
ksqft
ksqft
ksqft
ksqft
ksqft
ksqft
ksqft
ksqft

Parking Rates
The SUPM forecasts parking demand for specific geographic areas based on land-use and
adjustment factors by month, day of week, and time of day. Factors from Shared Parking are
incorporated by default, but other factors could be used.
The goal of the parking model and the Parking Management Plan (PMP) is to better understand
actual parking rates—vehicles per dwelling unit or vehicles per thousand square feet of
nonresidential use. This goal is important to consider, as the Shared Parking methodology has
several inputs that can be adjusted to produce the final output: vehicles per unit of land use.
The national parking rates are adjusted to reflect local conditions such as land-use intensity,
density and mix of uses, walkability and use of transit and other noncar modes, and vehicle
ownership rates. 2

Residential Parking Rate
The national average parking rates for 2+ bedrooms using the Shared Parking data is 2.18
vehicles per dwelling unit and around 1 vehicle per dwelling unit for 1 bedroom and efficiency
units. These values are close to minimum standards in the current Burlington regulations in the
Shared Use District.
The study area density, 3 travel mode shares, proportion of zero-vehicle households, and lower
average number of owned vehicles all point to a lower parking demand compared to national
and regional averages.
2 The conventional use of Shared Parking is for multiple uses going to one parking lot. The conventional
approach is not appropriate as this study seeks to apply a generic shared approach across the study area
connecting the demand across multiple lots.
3 On average, there are around 15,000 persons per square mile in the study area
(https://epa.maps.arcgis.com/home/webmap/viewer.html?webmap=137d4e512249480c980e00807562da
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An array of parking observations for the nearby city of Winooski in 2020 and 2021—as well as
some that were collected for specific land development applications in Burlington—establish a
base rate of vehicle demand for use in the SUPM. Specifically, some observations in Burlington:
•

A 28-unit development had an average peak rate of 0.57 vehicles per dwelling unit (7:00
p.m.) in the southern half of Burlington. 4

•

A 76-unit development had an average peak rate of 0.76 vehicles per dwelling unit (7:00
p.m.) in the southern half of Burlington.4

•

A 29-unit development had an average peak rate of 0.89 vehicles per dwelling unit (7:00
a.m., 10:00 p.m.) in downtown Burlington.4

•

41 observations across five residential developments 5 conducted by T.J. Boyle
Associates in 2018 an average peak rate (7:00 a.m.-9:00 a.m., 5:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.) of
0.84 vehicles per dwelling unit.

Based on the land use and vehicle ownership rates in the study area, the following peak parking
rates are used in the SUPM for the study area:
•

Attached or multifamily dwellings: 0.71 vehicles per dwelling unit.

•

Detached single family dwellings: 1.24 vehicles per dwelling unit.

Nonresidential Parking Rates
The diversity of nonresidential land uses in the study area makes any direct calibration
challenging. Therefore, a more simplified and iterative approach was used to adjust the national
rates to reflect local conditions. The first step compared the national rates in the Shared Parking
manual to relevant minimum parking standards in the Shared Use District. The 2017 Downtown
Parking Study in Winooski is a valuable set of example data for geography, density, income,
and vehicle ownership rates that compares well to the North Winooski Avenue study area. The
2017 downtown Winooski study evaluated land-use-specific parking rates.

10) compared to 217 persons per square mile in Vermont and 96 persons per square mile in the US.
https://www.statista.com/statistics/183588/population-density-in-the-federal-states-of-the-us/
4 From a confidential source that provided professional engineering services collecting the data.
5 Thayer Commons, Liberty House, Olympiad, Eastwood Commons 1, City’s Edge.
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The parking standards for the ten nonresidential LUCs considered in the study area are
summarized in Table 3.
TABLE 3: LAND USES AND PARKING RATES
LAND-USE TYPE

LUC

UNIT OF
LUC

EXISTING
REGULATIONS
(SHARED
DISTRICT)
2 spaces
2 spaces
3 spaces
3 spaces
2 spaces
2 spaces
2 spaces
3 spaces
2 spaces

NATIONAL RATE
(WEEKDAY)

Retail
8
kqft
2.8 spaces
Supermarket/Grocery
11
kqft
4.7 spaces
Restaurant
22
kqft
14.4 spaces
Nightclub/Bar
30
kqft
16.5 spaces
Health Club
36
kqft
7.0 spaces
Office
60
kqft
3.8 spaces
Large Office
61
kqft
2.8 spaces
Medical office
63
kqft
4.6 spaces
Bank
64
kqft
6 spaces
Daycare /Adult day
65
kqft
2.5 spaces
3.75 spaces
activities
Source: City of Burlington, City of Winooski Downtown Study, ULI Shared Parking adapted by RSG
Thousand Square Feet (ksqft)

WINOOSKI
DOWNTOWN
STUDY
(WEEKDAY)
2.6 spaces
3.4 spaces
–
6.9 spaces
2.3 spaces
2.5 spaces
–
–
–
–

Analyzing the results of the SUPM indicated that a net adjustment of 45% of the national
parking rates provided parking demand that aligned with the parking occupancy observations
made during the Corridor Study. The final study area SUPM parking demand rates are shown in
Table 4.
TABLE 4: NONRESIDENTIAL PARKING RATES IN SUPM
LAND-USE TYPE
Retail
Supermarket/Grocery
Restaurant
Nightclub/Bar
Health Club
Office
Large Office
Medical Office
Bank
Daycare /Adult Day Activities

Source: RSG
Thousand Square Feet (ksqft)

LUC

UNIT OF LUC

PARKING RATES IN SUPM

8
11
22
30
36
60
61
63
64
65

kqft
kqft
kqft
kqft
kqft
kqft
kqft
kqft
kqft
kqft

1.26 spaces
2.14 spaces
6.48 spaces
7.43 spaces
3.15 spaces
1.71 spaces
1.26 spaces
2.07 spaces
2.70 spaces
1.69 spaces
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The reduced national rates used in the SUPM are generally closer to the minimum parking
standards in the Shared Use District, except for restaurant and food businesses. Although the
multimodal mixed-use corridor has no minimum parking rates for off-street spaces, the SUPM
does provide a valuable insight into the degree of parking demand.
Monitoring the changes in parking occupancy coming out of the pandemic will provide valuable
insight into how the nonresidential sector is performing and whether behavior returns to
prepandemic conditions or whether there is new baseline behavior. It is likely that nonresidential
parking demands will continue to change and this PMP represents a snapshot in time.

Parking Distribution
The final stage in the SUPM is the distribution of the parking demand across the eligible parking
lots. The Shared Parking methodology uses several tables to parse out the demand across the
time of the day, the month of the year, and day of the week.
For each of these periods (hour of the day and month of the year and weekday or weekend), a
certain demand of parking is expected to be associated with a land use. The following steps are
carried out in the SUPM to distribute the parking demand:

Distance Ranking Each Lot
The straight-line distance between each parking lot and the parking generator is established by
fusing the parking generators (land use) and the parking supply (parking lots) into one GIS file.
Each lot is ranking from closest to farthest from the land use generating the parking demand. A
user input sets the maximum distance to scan for eligible parking lots. A default value of 600
feet is used, as it closely approximates up to two blocks in length.

Classify the Eligibility for Each Parking Lot
Each of the parking lots are manually classified by their “restrict codes” to limit which land-use
generators are eligible to park in the lot. Each parking lot in the study area is assigned one of
the restrict codes in Table 5.
TABLE 5: PARKING RESTRICTION CODES
RESTRICT CODES
0: No restrictions
1: Restricted to single generator ID
2: Commercial only
3: Restricted to generators in lookup table
4: Same as code 3 but only available between 9am and 6pm weekdays
5: Metered parking. Adds a user cost to lot
6: Same as 5 but only metered between 9am and 6pm weekdays
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Utility Function
A basic utility function is used to evaluate the effects of the distance of the lot from the
generator. The topics of preference include one’s own private parking lot, use of the larger lots
before smaller lots, an impedance that grows as the lot gets close to capacity to encourage one
to park elsewhere, and an additional “cost” factor to simulate metered parking. The SUPM
configuration file can weight any of these factors to influence the utility function.
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APPENDIX C. BENEFITS OF BIKE LANE
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tpl.org
Bike
D
AADT
A
C
Ped

1
200
3,000
0.0155
0.003
0

VTB

binary
Vehicles
Table 1
Table 2

11,100

Daily VTB

37

Annual Veh Trips

750,000

VTB / Annual Veh Trips

1.48%

VTB
Lbike

11,100
3

VMT

33,300
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Household Travel cost savings
VMT
IRS Rate (cents per mile)
VMT savings per year $
Savings per household
(838 no households) $

33,300
58.5
19,480.50
23.25
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APPENDIX D. NOTCHED PARKING EVALUATION
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Stantec Consulting Services Inc.
193 Tilley Drive, Suite 101
South Burlington VT 05403-4440

February 11, 2022
Project/File: 179450488
Nicole Loche, Senior Planner
645 Pine St Suite A
Burlington, VT 05401
Dear Nicole,
Reference: North Winooski Avenue Parking Analysis
The Winooski Avenue Corridor Study has recommended the removal of all parking from the east side of
North Winooski Avenue (NWA) to accommodate bike lanes (except from North Street to Union Street as
this block has enough street width to accommodate both parking and bike lanes.) The NWA Parking
Management Plan has identified off-street parking locations and recommended further analyzing the
corridor for opportunities to provide “notch-in” parking in place of the green belt where on-street parking
would be eliminated due to the addition of bike lanes. Stantec Consulting Services was retained to
perform this analysis.
This report will break down the block-by-block sections of NWA between Pearl Street and Riverside
Avenue to summarize the potential opportunities for parking in the green belt, and the considerations
needed to construct the improvements.
Converting green belt into parking is not a quick and easy solution to provide more on-street parking.
Many things need to be considered to make this possible that are mentioned here, but the effort to fully
evaluate all the variables is outside the scope of this study. Removing pervious area and adding
impervious area may a require storm water permits. Underground utilities need to be researched, plotted,
and evaluated for potential relocation. Geotechnical evaluation of the soils would be necessary to
determine how much excavation, subbase and pavement thickness would be required. Due to these
unknowns, combined with the high cost and time-consuming effort required to advance to the level of
construction documents, it is not recommended to further pursue conversion of the green belt to parking
in this corridor.

Pearl Street to Grant Street (East Side)
The existing green belt width on the east side of NWA is approximately 8.5’. This width is adequate to
accommodate parallel parking. The length of a standard parking space is 20’ (increases to 22’ for interior
spaces), plus 45-degree flares on each end of the parking space (to accommodate entry and exit, as well
as snow removal operations), resulting in approximately 37’ of horizontal distance between driveways
required to construct a single parking space. Five locations meet this criterion.
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193 Tilley Drive, Suite 101
South Burlington VT 05403-4440

Considerations: All five locations would require the removal of a street tree, relocation of a parking meter,
addition of curbing, subbase, and paving. Existing below-ground utilities have not been evaluated and
would need to be identified to determine if any relocations would be necessary.

Pearl Street to Grant Street (West Side)
On-street parallel parking would remain on this section of NWA. There is one parking space that may be
added in front of the Howard Center building if the chained-off driveway was eliminated.
Considerations: The driveway into the parking lot would need to be eliminated along with the addition of
curbing, subbase and paving. Removing the driveway may not be possible when the entire property is
considered, such as ACT 250 requirements, access to the property for emergency vehicles, and potential
future redevelopment. Existing below-ground utilities have not been evaluated and would need to be
identified to determine if any relocations would be necessary.
Back-in or nose-in angled parking may be feasible in this location as the existing green belt and parallel
parking horizontal distance is approximately 17’. A minimum of 16’ is required for angled parking. An
additional three parking spaces may be realized by utilizing angled parking. The construction would be
significant to convert this section to angled parking as the entire green belt would need to be eliminated,
new subbase, curb, and pavement would be required. Drainage alterations would need to be evaluated
as well due to the addition of impervious areas and the revisions to curb lines. This would significantly
change the aesthetics of the street.

Grant Street to North Street (East Side)
The existing green belt width on the east side of NWA is approximately 8.5’. With the same criteria noted
above, nine potential parking spaces could be realized.
Considerations: Seven of the additional locations would require the removal of a street tree. One of the
locations would require the removal of the southernmost driveway into the One Variety store. Removing
the driveway may not be possible when the entire property is considered, such as ACT 250 requirements,
access to the property for emergency vehicles, and potential future redevelopment. Existing belowground utilities have not been evaluated and would need to be identified to determine if any relocations
would be necessary.

Grant Street to North Street (West Side)
Continuous un-metered parking would remain on this section of NWA. Angled parking is feasible in this
section but is not recommended, due to the high construction cost and minimal yield of additional parking
spaces. No locations for additional notched-in parallel parking spaces are available.
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North Street to Riverside Avenue (Both Sides)
Notched-in parallel and angled parking options are not possible given the current roadway cross section.
With survey and realignment of the entire street within the ROW, angled parking may be accommodated.
This would require the complete removal of green belts on both sides of the street and undergrounding of
aerial utilities. Due to the high impact of construction, pursuing angled parking in this location is not
recommended.
Respectfully,

Karl Richardson P.E.
Senior Transportation Engineer
Phone: (802) 497-6420
karl.richardson@stantec.com
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APPENDIX E. PUBLIC COMMENT
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Dear Project Advisory Committee and Project Team,
I would like to once again voice my support for the proposal to add bike lanes to North Winooski Avenue. While drivers
have enjoyed a continuous network of roads designed primarily for them for the last 100 years, we do not have a
network for bicyclists yet. The bike lanes on North Winooski Avenue are a key part of that future network, connecting
downtown to the Riverside bike path and all of the businesses in between. "Sharing the road" does not work well when
one mode uses a vehicle that weighs 100 times as much and goes five times as fast as another. It is no wonder that most
people do not feel safe riding their bikes on N. Winooski Ave., given the lack of dedicated bike infrastructure.
While it is true that not everyone bikes, it is also true that not everyone drives a car. Regardless of our mode of travel,
we all deserve to have a safe way to travel around town. That is why we need sidewalks and bike lanes. Our public rightof-way is for everyone.
Sincerely,
Greg Hostetler

Hi folks,
Just wanted to send a quick message to say that the motion as passed last night is supported by Outright - if nothing else, it gives us all time to work with the city on alternatives to help mitigate impact on our program participants.
I was on the call for as long as my two kids would allow it last night, but ultimately bed time won out.
Thanks for your efforts to slow down and ensure there is a collective process that takes into account the most impacted.
Best,
Dana
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Hi Nicole,
Thank you for this email with the updates and to confirm that you are all in fact trying to
juggle the many sides, I totally get it! For us, parking is critical -- as are bike lanes and
walkability. We thrive from a combination of all of these modes of transportation. We also did
a survey in 2019/2020, pre-covid, and over 70% of our students said they drive to class.
Honestly, this number surprised me at how high it was. If parking becomes a challenge to the
effect that we can't grow our business levels to the point they were pre-covid, we would look
at vacating our space. We would have to. For a while I imagine this will be fine as we are still
re-stabilizing from the impacts of covid attendance wise, but already there is very limited bike
parking in the old north end, in addition to car parking challenges - that means we would end
up relying heavily on walkers, and there just aren't enough to sustain at the levels we need
with the rent we pay for that space. I am unable to attend the meeting tomorrow, but
appreciate the notice. Whatever the plan is that moves forward we, as all businesses, will do
our best to work with the changes the best we can. From what I have read online in the agenda
and the included attachment it seems that there is a strong leaning towards the plan moving
forward, and the advance notice is helpful - so thank you. And, thank you for taking time to
take in all perspectives.
I am happy to connect verbally if you'd like
Thank you,
Caitlin
(Sangha)

I am unable to attend the Parking Management Plan Stakeholder Committee on Thursday so I am writing to support
adding bike lanes on Winooski Avenue. I urge you to vote yes to approve the parking management plan.
I strongly support shifting our infrastructure away from cars and low-occupancy vehicles and toward minibuses and
other transit options. It is vitally important that we provide safe options for bicyclists and pedestrians. Too many
who choose these no-emissions options are killed or maimed each year when forced to use shared roadways. I
personally would use my bicycle far more for routine errands if we had bike lanes separated from traffic.
As a neighborhood resident, I thank you for your interest in this issue.
Sincerely,
Mary Andrews
181 N Willard Street
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Hi, Chapin
Thanks for the call this morning and your personal efforts to get commitments
for off street parking. I wanted to share with you some statistics on our
tenants in the study area, so you are aware of who will be impacted. 93% of
the tenants are at 65% AMI or less and 88% are less than 50% AMI.
Additionally, 43.6% are non-white and 14% of households have more than four
people.
CHT continues to be concerned about the impacts of removing parking on N.
Winooski Ave on our
residents, our commercial tenants and those seeking to access the service
providers.
-kms

Kirsten Merriman Shapiro
Real Estate Project Developer
Champlain Housing Trust

powered by Graphus®
Dear North Winooski Ave Parking Management Plan Committee members, city councilors, and city officials:
I am submitting this public comment to be considered at committee meeting #5 on Feb 17, 2022. I am writing in full
support of the installation of two‐direction bike lanes and the removal of all 82 parking spaces this year and
appropriate parking management for remaining on‐street parking and private partnership parking. I live a few blocks
from the corridor and travel along it every day. I have two young kids who plead with me to take our bike to travel
around town, and it breaks my heart that I often have to tell them that it's unsafe to bike to our destination.
I was saddened and frustrated to read Chapin Spencer's memo to the committee (dated Feb 14), which recommends
delaying changes south of Union St to an unspecified future date. PlanBTV Walk‐Bike was approved nearly 5 years ago.
Even the planned changes do not fulfill PlanBTV for North Winooski, which includes fully protected bike lanes in both
directions. Bike lanes and parking removal on North Winooski Ave were further approved 2 years ago and the parking
study, residents of the ONE were assured, was simply to manage parking that would remain. It seems the choice to delay
the parking study for a full year during the pandemic has now served to keep North Winooski in an unsafe configuration
for an undetermined amount of time. This is unacceptable and exactly what the residents of the ONE feared a lengthy
study would cause.
I acknowledge that I don't understand how road maintenance funding is structured and timed, but I want to note that N
Winooski Ave is in much greater need of safe bike facilities than a re‐paving. It would be a tragedy if this project is
delayed further in order to replace perfectly fine pavement and re‐paint it in the current unsafe situation, which
prevents me from safely traveling by bike with my young children. Please let me know if I misunderstand the situation.
Please act to add safe bike facilities on the full N Winooski corridor as soon as possible.
Sincerely,
Matthew Vaughan
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Patience Bannerman, African Market
February 8, 2022
In person
• She said two people have talked to her already.
• BD shared project info and she said she needs parking for her customers.
• When asked if there is any parking that comes with her lease, she said whatever is outside.
(Looks like space for one vehicle, but would block sidewalk. If parking is removed, existing
driveway apron could serve as parallel parking spot (1-2) notched into greenbelt)
• When asked if her customers needed short term parking (e.g., 30 min), she said yes.
• When asked if she needed loading zones, she said yes. Trucks come throughout the day but they
don't stay long.
• She also described how she has to unfold a ramp to go over the stairs inside to accommodate
ADA.
• She noted the bus doesn't run on North Winooski Ave. BD noted this and said there is a bus stop
near CHC.
Dan, Old Spokes
February 8, 2022
In person
• New Exec Dir doesn't start for 1-2 weeks, Kelly Duggan no longer at OSH, Dan Hock currently out
of country.
• BD shared project update and left info with Dan who said Alex (programs) may reach out with
questions or comments.
• Follow up email comment from Alex Cobb: “As far as I understand OSH doesn't have specific onstreet parking space needs. Generally, the parking lot is sufficient and your proposed provides
plenty of spots.”
Rob Meehan, Feeding Chittenden
February 9, 2022
Zoom
• He’s neutral about the project and isn’t on one side or the other.
• He said that with the parking changes and management strategies, it seems that people will still
have access to food.
• He thinks the on-street spaces would be better managed with the proposed time limits, people
wouldn’t park there all day.
• Since no meters are proposed there isn’t a parking cost for customers, which is a good thing.
• Feeding Chittenden plans to grow outward so more services, delivery, etc. will be off site. The
old “food shelf” model is changing, work is moving outward so this plan wouldn’t impact people
like it may seem to.
• He’s open to hosting events, like the spring plants/starts pick up, at an off-site location such as
274 North Winooski.
• They have 16 employees, most are working remotely but 7 working on site from about 8/8:304/4:30. He’s open to considering a shared parking option, like at 274 North Winooski. Some
employees currently park along the side/back of the building using the Jake’s Market lot. No
formal agreement there.
• Feeding Chittenden has a warehouse on Williston Road and could keep their vans there instead
of on-site at North Winooski, and employees using the vans could pick them up there instead.
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•

City removed one of two on-street spaces in front of Feeding Chittenden when Jake’s opened so
large trucks could access the grocery’s driveway, which impacted access to Feeding Chittenden;
those two spaces were heavily used.
A few residents at the top of North Union park overnight at Feeding Chittenden, which takes up
parking if not moved. He tries to be open and welcoming, he could use the gates and signs but
wants to be welcoming, like sharing their restroom, etc.
He notes that people don’t think about their impact of parking all day, so this project is good.
You come to work, you park, but you don’t think about the potential impact on neighbors so this
is good to consider.
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Hey Bryan,
I'll be blunt. I'm not a fan of this proposal at all.
Process-wise, I think it's a bummer to be checking in with us all individually, when this is a collective
community issue. We have eachothers backs here in the Old North End, and it feels important to honor
that - rather than emailing some of us, with a level of separation between community stakeholders,
non-profits and businesses alike. Ya know?
Also, let's just be clear that this plan assumes complete removal of the East side of the street parking,
correct?
Your proposal doesn't mention that at all, which seems either a terrible oversight or an unfair and
incomplete picture of the reality. Help me understand.
Second, it's unimaginable that they would put only one accessible space in the entire stretch from
Archibald to Decatur, when there is a major facility like Outright/Children's Space service hundreds if not
thousands of visits a year (do you have the data on the number of Outright participants that come to
your offices/events each year?).
Either way, this means Outright participants will be competing with the Burlington Children's Space,
Sangha, Barrio, residents, and then all of the people who have heretofore parked on the east side. By
the looks of it, this plan essentially turns the west side parking spaces into a competitive situation with
metered spaces that have time limits.
Generally speaking, the proposal doesn't seem to accommodate any of the public's concerns that
have been on record for the past three years. It doesn't allow multiple uses on both sides of the street
to meet everyone's needs, and it creates even more competition for limited spaces.
I've said it before and will reiterate now that for young LGBTQ+ people, and their families, this creates
an additional barrier to accessing support - putting them in situations they may find unnerving/unsafe/
or with increased vulnerability having to park farther away from our drop-in center. It also means that if
and as we want to have larger community gathering and/or training events in the future, there will be
fewer spaces to accommodate that work.
Sorry to be a buzz kill - I'm frustrated at what seems to be a long process without marked improvements
for those most impacted by these proposed plans.
Cheers, Dana
(Outright VT)
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I appreciate your efforts to reach out and solicit my opinion, and I get you are totally doing your job. If I
had more time, I could look at these questions more closely and give you solid feedback. The challenge
is that it's very difficult to imagine how and why this neighborhood, with so many diverse uses, must
forego so much parking without any viable alternatives.
It's also confusing why bike infrastructure can't be built - maybe even in a better way - on No. Union or
Elmwood to Intervale, which is where cars have to drive because No. Winooski is one way. The bike
infrastructure is already provided on No. Union, and could probably be improved. Also, wasn't there a
plan for building a bike lane into the greenbelt area so that it would be protected alongside a row of
parking? Were these alternatives studied? That's where I'd like to see the conversation go.
The spaces behind our building are shared with Burlington Children's Space, and because of the
pandemic, the data wouldn't illuminate much because our staff and participants are primarily remote.
We weren't here for long before the pandemic and didn't have the chance to plan and implement the
on-site events we had in mind, so we don't really know what the parking demand would be.

I believe at this point Outright would be open to sharing spaces at the lot at 274 North Win Ave (Legal
Aid/Law Line) if they were free, or subsidized by the City. In a neighborhood where many of us are
delivering a lot of support services, it seems like we should have the City's partnership in this effort by
accommodating parking needs.
Best,
Dana
Dana Kaplan - he/him
Executive Director
Outright Vermont
241 N. Winooski Ave, Burlington, VT 05401
(802) 865-9677 // outrightvt.org

Yankee Tattoo – Gentleman Eric
Win Ave Parking
August 26, 2021
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Glad in-street bike rack removed in front of Radio Bean
Loading zone takes up space in left turn lane in front of Radio Bean/OP, traffic backs up
People will park in loading zone then sit outside and drink their coffee
Parking enforcement is not working (or happening)
Need more longer term parking (brown meters)
He doesn’t have any customer/employee parking, he pays to park
City’s residential permit system currently doesn’t seem to make sense, it’s on some blocks but
not others, and timing doesn’t seem to work, why not make it residential only between 6/8 pm
and 6/8 am (overnight) rather than daytime.
Students leave town and then street parking is empty.
People will park on the street in front of their house while their driveway or private lot that fits 6
cars is empty.
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Mr. Davis,
I was not able to attend the committee meeting on the 28th, but have gotten some feedback. The most obvious point is
that the data on which you base your modeling and estimates of occupancy and capacity are wrong. Please meet me
some night after 9 pm or early in the morning and I will be glad to show you – our block is always full. And this is before
any removal of spaces.
I would also respectfully ask you to define Essential Parking Needs. It is stated as the goal of your committee, but is this a
directive, a mandate, a requirement of your study? I understand at least one committee member was reminding the rest
that you are attempting to end this process without meeting this goal.
I am requesting a transcript of your meeting on the 28th. I understand there were many questions and comments, some
that were not answered and some that were not noted during the meeting.
Thank you,
Randy Sightler

Dear Councilor Hanson,
I wanted to share concerns I and a group of concerned residents have about the methodology of N Winooski
Parking study conducted by RSG:
https://www.ccrpcvt.org/wp‐content/uploads/2022/01/WorkingDraft_PMP_Report_20220114.pdf
The study correctly notes that under‐served groups are much less likely to own a car, stating:
• Black, Asian, and residents of multiple races travel largely by non-car methods.
• Residents experiencing lower household incomes own fewer vehicles than higher
income households and also travel by sharing rides, walking, biking, and transit.

These groups are not represented proportionally in their outreach survey results, which found only 5% of
residents don't own a car. However the census data from the study shows zero car households are likely
between 14% and 32%, which means the survey is weighting the preferences of car owning residents 300‐
600% higher than those who don't own a car.
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Additionally, the decision to only do analysis at the census tract level, instead of the finer block group level
dilutes the proportion of residents commuting by sustainable modes significantly. Compare below how using
tract level data makes it look like people driving to work are the majority in the ONE, while an analysis at the
block group level shows areas of walking majority.
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In a few block groups near N Winooski Ave, people who walk to work outnumber people who drive, while
even more bike or take the bus. Drivers are a minority in these neighborhoods, and are being given both an
outsized representation in the study.
Second, we are concerned that the proposed street design is unsafe for bikes. Choosing unprotected bike
lanes, instead of parking protected bike lanes encourages higher speed driving, increases conflicts between
parking cars and cyclists, while using the same amount of street space. We appreciate the city's cost saving
decision to avoid moving the curb, and install bike lanes sooner than later, but swapping the bike lane and
parking lane would be vastly superior.

We've included alternatives that would help calm traffic speeds and provide a safe cycling experience for
riders without requiring moving curbs.
We hope you will raise our concerns on the unrepresentative public outreach and consider the presented
alternatives.
Best,
Michael Arnold
Vermont Complex System Center
University of Vermont
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Liz Curry: Comments & questions on Working Draft Park Management Plan Report
Hello Jonathan & Bryan – thank you again for the time you took to go through some of the detailed
questions and comments that I shared last week. I am jotting down in bullet form additional
questions/comments for your consideration. I can’t remember exactly where we left off, so some of this
may be duplicative from our conversation (apologies for any editorial comments that get mixed in –
these are more geared towards the City):
Doc page 7/pdf page 15:
Overview section: “A comprehensive survey was conducted”
On this point, the entire process leading up to the July 2020 Report contained documentation of seven
meetings during which many street users made comments and brought questions about the plan. This
Report should explain the web survey and this “phase” of the project follows from the January 2020 City
Council Resolution in order to provide context for why this Report is only using the web survey for local
conditions data.
The paragraph on AALV indicates that 29 respondents completed the survey. It seems a bit incongruous
to isolate a table that reflected the views of 10 low-income people (Table 3, page 17) and not include a
table reflecting the views of the AALV respondents.
Also, on this point, how do you know whether or not those who identified as low-income were not
students? Was there a survey question asking whether the respondent is a student or not? The census
data does not disaggregate students, and this is a heavy student neighborhood. If the survey did not
disaggregate students, this should be disclosed.
Doc page 19/pdf page 27 – this chart needs a citation and link to the data source
Doc page 28/pdf page 36: Section 2.5 Existing Conditions
It would be helpful if this section first reminds the reader that there was an Existing Conditions
process/report leading up to July 2020. Was the existing conditions exercise performed again, after
that? This first paragraph mentions 14 streets – somewhere it the Report it would be helpful to name
them, perhaps as a sidebar to Figure 12. This should align with the figure early in the Report that
generously depicts the study area going from Oak and Manhattan to half way up Pomeroy, Loomis and
North to the east of North Willard (which I understand we discussed and it might be reframed).
Also, some of the properties are mixed-use, with non-residential on first floor and residential above.
There should be a third color for these properties, as they contain at least two businesses that have
resident-only parking, and the business owners oppose the removal of east side, on-street parking.
Doc page 31/pdf page 39:
• Each block segment image needs a number or way of identifying which image is which. This
might seem obvious to white educated literate people but that is a very exclusive approach.
• Paragraph starting with: “The analysis accounted for 46 res units…” Please cross-check with City
database. I think it has more like 60 units (generally, cross-check all unit counts in each blocksegment as North to Grant might be 138 not 131).
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The bullet list under each block segment heading identifies the number of off-street parking
spaces, but the figure only shows on-street. Is there a way to put location markers on the offstreet parking areas with the data point (number of spaces)?
Can the Report distinguish between “off-street” and “residential-reserved?” Are there on-street
spaces that are residential reserved? Perhaps the “off-street” could have 2 subsets – offstreet
res and offstreet non-res?
It seems odd that much of the discussion in the last paragraph on Doc page 35/pdf page 43 is
not under the Grant to Pearl Ste segment.
It includes an entire discussion of having the lowest parking space to res unit ratio, and it’s
strange that this paragraph doesn’t mention that 100% or some portion of the on-street spaces
are metered.
The Grant to Pearl Segment is a very problematic block, and warrants more discussion,
particularly given that Radio Bean owner participated in meetings between 2018-2020, and is
participating again. All of these metered spaces clearly, or probably mean that many of these
residents park in the North to Grant St block and on Grant St., thereby creating collateral
consequences for all of the residents in the North to Grant segment. Did the planning team look
at this possibility that seems so obvious to the people who live there?
Where are the off-street parking spaces on the Grant to Pearl St block?

Doc page 38/pdf page 46: Section 2.6 Covid Pandemic Conditions
The first paragraph states, “Conducting surveys and parking studies in the midst of a once in a lifetime
pandemic requires consideration of how the data may be influenced by the overall changes in
behavior.” Grammatically, this should be "how overall changes in behavior influence the data"
Same paragraph, this sentence that, “Because of the wide ranging and varied pandemic effects,
primarily on nonresidential land uses,” begs the question of whether we saw wide ranging and varied
pandemic effects on residential land uses as well. Earlier in the Pandemic section, the first paragraph on
page 37 under 2.6 states that the ability to telework is one factor influencing the frequency of travel,
which implies that there are wide ranging and varied pandemic effects on residential land uses. So why
is the next paragraph highlighting non-residential land uses?
Second paragraph, sentence stating that, “Nonresidential parking demand has changed the ability for
some businesses and organizations to shift employees...” Is the intention here to say that,
“nonresidential parking demand has increased the ability?” If so, then say increased so that the change
being implied is clear.
The entire second paragraph seems highly speculative, given that the first paragraph disclosed that the
project team “did not conduct parking occupancy data during the pandemic.” The second paragraph
begins “it is anticipated that nonresidential parking demands will continue to change…” By whom?
Based on what data or source? Is it anticipated that residential parking demands will change? This is also
a culturally biased statement. Businesses like Mawuhi and Asian Market are not seeing this change,
perhaps because their communities respond differently to the pandemic.
The rest of the paragraph goes on to speculate that, “Other organization may permanently shift the way
business is done…” But we don’t actually know, because the project team would not go and talk to
them. This whole paragraph is just conjecture without being able to establish that the project team
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discussed this (through the focus groups that were promised in 2018) with the non-res users on No Win
Ave.
The third paragraph states that, “Parking demands and parking behavior will continue to change
because of our collective experience of the Pandemic. In the face of the uncertainty – as some needs
have decreased parking demands while others may have increased parking demand – this plan has
focused on using pre-COVID conditions as the source of estimating the demand for parking to assess the
impacts of the preferred corridor improvement alternative and identify appropriate management
strategies.”
But all of the language leading up to this paragraph is bias towards a view that longer-term parking
demand on non-res uses will decrease because of the pandemic. So how can the project team/Report
justify using pre-Covid conditions when the whole section is intended to make the case that the
pandemic has changed non-res parking demand (with no sources to cite)?
On the one hand this section uses the pandemic to speculate about what might happen with non-res
parking demand, then the last paragraph concludes that, “we’re just going to go ahead and use prepandemic data.” Meanwhile, you have a large segment of the population working from home and not
having anywhere to park other than the street. This paragraph should:
1. Start with the last paragraph that the Plan uses pre-pandemic data
2. Given that the process is using pre-pandemic data, not speculate about what might happen
3. If there is speculation about what might happen, it should cite sources and must include residential if
it’s going to speculate about non-residential
4. Admit the cultural bias inherent in the assumption that people are travelling less frequently to nonresidential uses (which is ridiculous on this corridor given the presence of a large health clinic that serves
almost as many patients as some rural hospitals).
Doc page 38/pdf page 46
Section 2.7 Future Conditions
First sentence recommends an alternative that reduces on-street supply by 82 spaces – is this between
the entire stretch from Pearl to Riverside? If so, it should state that (and 82 should be consistent with
the data shown elsewhere).
Section 3.0 Parking Model
The parking model being used should be named/cited.
The “assumptions and constraints” should be identified in a matrix in a footnote link or appendix
This paragraph implies that the model will try to reconcile parking demand and behavior under prepandemic and pandemic conditions. Is that the intention? If so, state that, because earlier the Report
leads the reader to believe that only pre-pandemic data will be used. This is another example of what
some readers believe to be obfuscation or misleading.
Section 3.1 Model Design – What follows are Completely Editorial Comments for the City and CCRPC:
Given the density, uses, and demographic make-up of No Win Ave, It is really a stretch to use the model
created for the Town of Williston that was created to evaluate some of their large format ‘box store’
suburban parking lot configuration and size. I appreciate the disclosure, but this is an example of urban
planning inequity. No Win Ave is one of the lowest-income and most racially diverse census tracts and
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we should be spending MORE money on planning and infrastructure in the study area than on higher
income and less diverse tracts, not trying to do this on the cheap by borrowing and trying to recalibrate
a suburban, big-box land use model.
2nd paragraph: Regarding the SUPM being “principally governed by the assumption that the occupants of
land uses generate the demand for vehicle parking at different rates from other land uses…” this is the
kind of data that needs to be real. This is why doing things on the cheap results in climate injustice, and
is a stark example of how NOT to guide a just transition. This data could have been easily obtained
during the pandemic.
3rd paragraph: “
The shared use parking model may have embedded and biased assumptions. A conversation with Pat
Awhaity, owner of Mawuhi Market revealed that many of her customers do not come between 9-5, and
come from outside of Chittenden County in the evenings after work. Other BIPOC businesses may be
serving customers with parking patterns that deviate enough from the traditional and biased algorithms
embedded in models (particularly those developed for suburban communities). The Richard T Kemp
Cultural Center is opening in the old Sams Furniture store in 2022 as a gathering space for the black
community. The hours and volume of use for this facility may not conform to the “typical time of day
parking demands.”
Doc pages 42-43/pdf 51-52
Overall Existing Demand
First paragraph states that, “on-street parking peaks at 2pm and off-street parking peaks at 6pm” for the
weekdays. What about weekends? How will there be viable recommendations without weekend data?
Highest Occupancy Street Blocks
The paragraph states that observations did not include side streets, but one of the column headings in
the Table (that should be numbered Table 13 but it is not labeled) says “Number of On-Street Spaces in
Study Area.” If side streets are part of the study area, which has been established earlier in the Report,
but existing parking observations do not include side streets, then how can this column data show the
number of on-street spaces in the study area? If it does not include side-streets, then this column
heading should be “Number of On-street Spaces on No Win Ave.”
It's also kind of weird how the first paragraph says that the Study didn’t observe side streets, but then
the unnumbered tables include data for the side streets (Crombie, Union [which should say North
Union], and Decatur). If there were no observations of the side streets, why is there an entire separate
table for Crombie and Decatur??
This paragraph is full of conjecture and heresay:
Public comments have indicated that the on-street parking occupancy along Crombie and
Decatur from the model may be too low relative to what people have observed. Below are the
data that is used in the parking model that suggests that there should be sufficient off-street
supply, if it is truly available for the residents of the buildings. Sometimes driveways may be
technically available, but because of shuffling vehicles, narrow driveways, concerns about snow
from roofs, etc., the driveways may be less viable. – and therefore not truly available because
there are more cars than spaces!
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Doc page 46/pdf 54
Last paragraph – given that the margin of error regarding parking occupancy data is 10%-20% (which is
huge), the Report should restate the actual data which would show higher figures than modeled; higher
parking demand data for weekend hours; and should show the total vehicle figure inclusive of the
average 8 additional cars.
This would be a good place for a paragraph that restates the assumptions and findings discussed in
modeled data with the actual experience & data.
Doc page 47/pdf page 55
No Win Ave – Future
These charts and data have to explain how the figures were arrived at and how many cars they
represent? You have to do the math for people to be transparent.
Comments on the Model Caveat:
Is the new and unique aspect based on the Williston experiment (as opposed to calibrating for No Win
Ave conditions)?

Did the calibration actually incorporate the disclosures made earlier about the model underpredicting
actual conditions and needs?
If the model used pre-pandemic data, then the statement, “However, in the future this may change,” is
kind of out of place, given that the pandemic has already changed the data.

Doc page 49/pdf page 57
Opening paragraph: “The professional ‘rule of thumb’ has been to..”
Just so you know, the “rule of thumb” is an expression taken from the days when it was legal for
men to beat women with a stick that was “no thicker than one’s thumb.” Just an opportunity to
remove this from professional documents in our collective efforts to transform our culture in an
equitable manner.
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powered by Graphus®
Why are you taking away so much parking for the stupid bike lanes? Just because Weinberger wants it doesn't mean he
should get everything he wants! He's like a spoiled rich person and if he doesn't get his own way he has a tantrum just
like Trump did!! You should not let him have his own way on the project! He has already had to much parking taken
away on Pearl St, So. Winooski Ave and on Willard St!! What are the other ones that are going to be taken away?? You
should stand up to him and not let him get his own way!!
Ken Atwood

Hi, Chapin
It was good to see you on Monday. I am following back up with you regarding your inquiry about CHT’s off street
parking and our willingness to open up some spaces at any of our properties for paid parking under two scenarios.
 CHT makes a deal with Park Mobile directly. Park mobile get .30/transaction and the rest would come to CHT.
 CHT in partnership with the City would make some spaces available with park mobile and the city would sign the
spaces and be responsible for the enforcement. There could be a revenue spilt.
I have consulted with management and this is not something CHT would pursue at this time. CHT actually controls little
or no parking as it is proscribed in leases with our current nonprofit partners or co owners.
CHT believes that the parking management plan as proposed fails to reach its goal of meeting essential parking needs
while freeing up space for dedicated bike lanes. As proposed, it will have negative impacts on the people accessing
essential social services and our tenants along with the small businesses many of which are BIPOC owned on N.
Winooski Avenue. It will increase barriers for people who need health care, food and in person support. It may also
damage the long‐term affordability, vitality and diversity of the corridor that has been carefully cultivated for decades.
I would suggest the following solutions.
DPW should consider having the Union Street bike lane connect to Hyde Street and then to Riverside Avenue. This
would create the bike connectivity but on a lower traffic volume street.
For N. Winooski Avenue ‐ pause the process. This would allow the new census data to become available to inform
community decisions and to revisit parking model post pandemic. It would allow more time for the City to work with
individual businesses around their parking needs – patients, patrons and employees. Potentially piloting innovative
approaches such as subsidizing ride share. Additionally, this should include digging into the details and reality of shared
off‐ street parking, metered parking, the impact of removing parking minimums and weather the unbundling of parking
will force mode shift or just lead to further gentrification.
I look forward to continuing to work together towards a just solution.
Thanks –kms

Kirsten Merriman Shapiro
Real Estate Project Developer
Champlain Housing Trust
(802) 578-1480 cell
(802) 861-7308 direct
(802) 862-6244 main
88 King Street
Burlington, Vermont 05401
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We have no off street parking as we share a driveway with 2 other apartments. They have 2 spaces, we have 1, so 5
apartments share a driveway and 3 off street places. We need 2 on‐street to survive.
Please please, if the spaces are taken away if front of 132/134 North Winooski ave, please have allocated 2 resident only
passes for this property. We are a very unique situation, all around us have deep yards, we have .08 acres! No place,
even on grass to park.
…
These three space are needed for 132 N. Winooski ave. The driveway between 136 and 132 has 5 apartments, and only
3 spaces in it, so the people who live in 132 have to park on the street, 134 uses the one place out back, 136 uses the 2
they have.
The opposite side of this street is an ample bike lane. Also, the odd side has a parking curb cut that is too big for one car,
too small for 2, so eliminating 2 on the east side is not logical, nor is removing any of the from North street to pearl IMO.
Please help me keep my home, it is my only source of income and has been in my family since 1939.

Good afternoon all,
I hope you all have been well. I am at a bit of a loss at this point with parking and am frustrated.
Please make this block residential parking. There were two cars towed this morning and another was issued a warning
after it was left (taking up two parking spots) since last Thursday. It was finally picked up today.
The woman I spoke with this morning who was helping Spillaine’s (I believe she works for DPW) pointed me in the
direction of this app: SeeClickFix, she said anyone can report parking violations. I’ve included the two reports from two
different people (I believe the guy downstairs and a family next door) about two different cars. If you download the app
you can see there are comments about it. Additionally you can see the data about parking enforcement and active/open
complaints.
Thank you all for your time as always.
Very truly yours,
Kathryn
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Mr. Davis,
I am not able to attend the meeting on the 28th – neither in person nor virtually. I have written to you in the past with no
response. I am opposed to the contra flow bike lane planned for North Winooski Ave. I live in the block between North
and Grant and the lost of parking on the east side of the street will be devastating to the sense of community in this
densely residential area of the city. I have off street parking, but many of my neighbors do not. Parking has been very
tight on this street for years. Cars regularly park across the end of driveways. Residents sometimes drive around the
blocks numerous times trying to find a spot. The logic that the street does not belong to us could be applied to any part
of the city and yet our neighborhood will once again be treated differently than other neighborhoods. Anyone in
Burlington who is opposed to this type of project is quickly labeled anti biking, not caring for the environment or
regressive in their thinking. I am not. Union presently provides a convenient north bound bike route alternative a short
block from North Winooski Ave. This contra flow lane is unnecessary, potentially hazardous, and detrimental in ways not
being considered by your study. We have the highest residential density of any block along this corridor with the least
new construction meaning that for years, no new parking infrastructure has been added to a crunched housing
situation.
I understand that responses from your most recent survey are meant to guide the parking management plan. In
speaking to friends and neighbors, I am not the only one believing that the options presented are poor. There is simply
not a respectful way to provide an alternative to the loss of over 100 parking spaces residents depend on every day. I
walk our dogs early in the morning and in the evening along our street. Recently on a Sunday morning at 6:30, I counted
55 cars parked on our block with 3 spaces free. What does that tell you? It tells me that these are not people parking
their cars and walking a few blocks to work. And they are not the cars of shoppers trying to avoid the meters further
downtown. These are the cars of my neighbors. These are the residents of my street who have no option but to park
their cars on the street. This is not an example of “Car Storage” as the pro bike folks like to claim. These are my
neighbors who I see leave for work in the morning and come home carrying their groceries and work bags at the end of
the day. Permit parking for residents only? Won’t solve any parking problem either. Nearly all the available parking is
used every day and every night. You will be handing out permits to only half the folks who actually need them. The
questions on your survey that assume some multi use complexity at least in my neighborhood are misguided. A few
spaces open up during the day and there is some turnover. It is otherwise almost entirely used by residents who live
here.
Fix the traffic flow south of Pearl. Do whatever you can to keep cyclists safe. But leave the streets with dense residential
areas north of Pearl alone. For years, parking has been an issue. Removing 100 parking spaces will only make it far worst.
There is nothing green about people driving their cars repeated around the block looking for that elusive spot that
doesn’t exist. And they will!
Others have expressed their concern about this project, but it appears that is not enough to change the course of this. I
am disturbed that a vocal minority has gained this level of influence over this project while residents most impacted are
barely considered in the process. Were you aware how disproportionately cyclists were represented in the initial survey
or that the same cut and paste paragraph was included in a dozen of the emails supporting the idea of the bike lane? I
am disappointed in how unfair and skewed this process has been.
I have no trust that you or anyone involved in the process will come up with a respectful parking plan for people who
live in this area of the ONE. What does “essential parking needs” even mean? I think it mean something entirely
different in an affluent neighborhood. An additional bike lane in this area when a perfectly good alternative already
exists does not and should not take precedence over residents in this area’s right to have access to the same amenities
enjoyed by others who live in the city. This amounts to unjust treatment of a culturally and economically diverse
segment of the city.
As before, I would appreciate a response to my email, but I doubt this time will be any different. I have grave concerns
about the fairness of this process.
Randal Sightler
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Hi,
I am writing to get some information about the status of the contra flow bike lane proposed for N. Winooski Ave. I
understand that there is a joint meeting with city council scheduled for Thursday. I will not be able to attend nor able to
listen in. I am a resident on N. Winooski and am not happy with the process which led to this decision and with the
decision itself to eliminate so much needed parking when adequate, less dramatic alternatives exist. My belief is that
this initiative will damage the sense of community here in this residentially dense neighborhood. I have enough off
street parking personally, but many of my neighbors don’t. They vie daily for the few free spots available. They are not
“storing” their cars on the street as bike proponents constantly repeat. They go to work in the morning and come home
at night. I am not sure what the term, “essential parking needs” even means, but I am pretty sure that the solution will
not be accepted easily by residents in this part of town. And I honestly believe that a similar proposal (for example,
parking a half a mile away near Vermont Legal Aid and walking home), would never be considered as viable in the more
affluent sections of town.
So as is evident, I am frustrated. My voice and the voices of many others opposed to this from the beginning have been
drowned out by a very vocal minority. In the notes from Project Advisory Committee meetings, your approach and tone
seem reasonable. Perhaps you can tell me if this is a “done deal” as in, there is no way to alter the direction this is going.
By expressing opposition to this proposal, I run the risk of seeming anti‐biking, not green enough, regressive in my
thinking. I don’t believe any of those to be true, but I do care in this case more about my neighborhood, at least enough
to feel that the social cost of this project is too high. Safe biking options and issues with parking should be addressed
throughout the city, but this project disproportionately affects an area already burdened with other issues. I just don’t
think it is the right decision.
Thanks for reading this and any information you are willing to share.
Randy Sightler

Mr. Davis,
I appreciate your response. I know my observations are anecdotal, but I do have an eyes on perspective of the comings
and goings along the avenue. Having said that, I find some of the data or data estimates used to model supply and
demand inaccurate. I know a model serves a broader purpose and can be tweaked over time, but it should at least start
with accurate information. As an example, a quick check of the property data base for Burlington indicates that there are
141 units on the block in which I live, not 118 as presented in the modeling tables. Other data can be debated or the
emphasis on certain data, but this kind of thing is irrefutable and unfortunately skews the data to make it seem that
there is more parking available than actually exists. I look forward to hearing/seeing what solutions are presented.
Thanks again for taking the time to respond,
Randy
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Mr. Davis,
I am not able to attend the meeting on the 28th – neither in person nor virtually. I have written to you in the past with no
response. I am opposed to the contra flow bike lane planned for North Winooski Ave. I live in the block between North
and Grant and the lost of parking on the east side of the street will be devastating to the sense of community in this
densely residential area of the city. I have off street parking, but many of my neighbors do not. Parking has been very
tight on this street for years. Cars regularly park across the end of driveways. Residents sometimes drive around the
blocks numerous times trying to find a spot. The logic that the street does not belong to us could be applied to any part
of the city and yet our neighborhood will once again be treated differently than other neighborhoods. Anyone in
Burlington who is opposed to this type of project is quickly labeled anti biking, not caring for the environment or
regressive in their thinking. I am not. Union presently provides a convenient north bound bike route alternative a short
block from North Winooski Ave. This contra flow lane is unnecessary, potentially hazardous, and detrimental in ways not
being considered by your study. We have the highest residential density of any block along this corridor with the least
new construction meaning that for years, no new parking infrastructure has been added to a crunched housing
situation.
I understand that responses from your most recent survey are meant to guide the parking management plan. In
speaking to friends and neighbors, I am not the only one believing that the options presented are poor. There is simply
not a respectful way to provide an alternative to the loss of over 100 parking spaces residents depend on every day. I
walk our dogs early in the morning and in the evening along our street. Recently on a Sunday morning at 6:30, I counted
55 cars parked on our block with 3 spaces free. What does that tell you? It tells me that these are not people parking
their cars and walking a few blocks to work. And they are not the cars of shoppers trying to avoid the meters further
downtown. These are the cars of my neighbors. These are the residents of my street who have no option but to park
their cars on the street. This is not an example of “Car Storage” as the pro bike folks like to claim. These are my
neighbors who I see leave for work in the morning and come home carrying their groceries and work bags at the end of
the day. Permit parking for residents only? Won’t solve any parking problem either. Nearly all the available parking is
used every day and every night. You will be handing out permits to only half the folks who actually need them. The
questions on your survey that assume some multi use complexity at least in my neighborhood are misguided. A few
spaces open up during the day and there is some turnover. It is otherwise almost entirely used by residents who live
here.
Fix the traffic flow south of Pearl. Do whatever you can to keep cyclists safe. But leave the streets with dense residential
areas north of Pearl alone. For years, parking has been an issue. Removing 100 parking spaces will only make it far worst.
There is nothing green about people driving their cars repeated around the block looking for that elusive spot that
doesn’t exist. And they will!
Others have expressed their concern about this project, but it appears that is not enough to change the course of this. I
am disturbed that a vocal minority has gained this level of influence over this project while residents most impacted are
barely considered in the process. Were you aware how disproportionately cyclists were represented in the initial survey
or that the same cut and paste paragraph was included in a dozen of the emails supporting the idea of the bike lane? I
am disappointed in how unfair and skewed this process has been.
I have no trust that you or anyone involved in the process will come up with a respectful parking plan for people who
live in this area of the ONE. What does “essential parking needs” even mean? I think it mean something entirely
different in an affluent neighborhood. An additional bike lane in this area when a perfectly good alternative already
exists does not and should not take precedence over residents in this area’s right to have access to the same amenities
enjoyed by others who live in the city. This amounts to unjust treatment of a culturally and economically diverse
segment of the city.
As before, I would appreciate a response to my email, but I doubt this time will be any different. I have grave concerns
about the fairness of this process.
Randal Sightler
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Ya I would say that the resident parking would be best 8 pm to 6or 8 am that way people can enjoy dinner downtown
and then move car leave town .the town could even put meters there for day use only also one last thing the town
should consider putting parking lines on all side streets,after 25 years of parking 1 to 4 blocks away I see people parking
and taking up 2 spaces with one car or more spaces with multiple cars than they move car in empty drive way when 3
friends show to park in front of residence .if there were lines it would allow for ticketing and no space saving .this town
simply has a parking issue and the bike paths columns in road don't help.i understand why they are there but again bikes
are supposed to follow traffic laws but they do or don't stay in lane they always cross against lights and the very few
people I see on real bikes aren't worth all this .I see more people on electric bikes,and they should definitely be required
to follow traffic rules .I would be very interested in being part of any discussion about downtown traffic parking and
politics .I have been at this busy intersection for 25 years and have heard and seen most everything from locals in this
area .I feel like the city has lots of options but not sure what they have considered.I feel like the downtown and the city
has made so many poor choices I said it years ago that they almost made the downtown charm go away by allowing it to
become like every other city center .Now projects failed and covid etc.Those of us left are trying to keep the fires
burning and encourage customers to come to town but parking is huge issue .I understand there is jobs ,budgets etc
.but I feel like a compromise is possible .a way to generate income ,add parking allow for residents etc.THANK YOU FOR
STOPPING BY THE SHOP I would gladly join a group or talk to a board if I was told when that may be possible .
Eric









Glad in‐street bike rack removed in front of Radio Bean
Loading zone takes up space in left turn lane in front of Radio Bean/OP, traffic backs up
People will park in loading zone then sit outside and drink their coffee
Parking enforcement is not working (or happening)
Need more longer term parking (brown meters)
No customer/employee parking available/provided
City’s residential permit system currently doesn’t seem to make sense, it’s on some blocks but not others, and
timing doesn’t seem to work, why not make it residential only between 6/8 pm and 6/8 am (overnight) rather
than daytime.
 Students leave town and then street parking is empty.
 People will park on the street in front of their house while their driveway or private lot that fits 6 cars is empty.
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Good morning,
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to do the survey. However, it feels like the survey itself was aimed more for people
traveling into Burlington, rather than the people who live on it.
I’ve lived on North Winooski since 2018 and street parking is not great. With the students back it is even worse. I dread
leaving my apartment, because I know that I will probably not have a spot coming back.
Today, for example, I had a doctor’s appointment and I left. I circled the block a few times before I gave up and parked
closer to Jake’s ONE market. I live at 132 N Winooski Avenue, Apt B. This is a daily occurrence especially when the
students are back.
People will leave their cars on our street to go downtown, people abandon their cars, and students try to cram as many of
their friends cars as they can taking up spots.
We do not have access to off street parking and would be relieved to see it finally become resident only parking. Our
landlord has spoken about attempting to make our block residents only but said it had always been dismissed.
Please do not forget about long term residents of Burlington in favor of people just visiting.
Thank you for your time.
Very truly yours,
Kathryn

Mr. Davis,
I will be sending a separate email with some concerns/questions I have, but wanted to send this in the meantime. This
was presented at your July 22nd, Committee #2. You can see that the HH number was shown as 118 as I mentioned. You
were not able to find this number I believe.
Again, this would matter if in fact you are taking the idea of replacing the lost parking spaces seriously. These types of
mistakes or miscalculations add up to an inaccurate and incomplete picture of the tight parking condition that already
exists. And the parking occupancy levels that your committee states are just plain wrong. Please meet me or come by
my block (North to Grant St.) and look at the parking situation at 11pm or 1am or 5am. All the spaces are full. They are
being used by residents who live here not shoppers and not employees.
Thanks,
Randy
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Petition to Change the City's Street Design for North Winooski Avenue
The City of Burlington is implementing a plan to remove 75- 100 on-street parking
spaces from North Winooski Avenue between Riverside Avenue and Pearl Street in
order to create a separated bike lane.

Our

message is this: Taking away the parking spaces on the east side

of No.

Winooski Ave. without reasonably accommodating the neighborhood's multiple and
diverse needs will hurt the residents, nonprofits, and small businesses located there.
We support improvement of travel conditions for pedestrians, bicyclists, people with
disabilities, and drivers of buses, trucks, and automobiles, but we believe that the
decision-making process used faulty data and incorrect assumptions, and the
outcome did not meet the goals established by the City Council.

We call on the City Council, the Public Works Commission, and the Mayor to
reconsider the proposed strategies in order to conduct a more inclusive process that
centers the design and implementation of multi-modal infrastructure around the
needs of our most disenfranchised and marginalized residents, employees, employers,
and visitors in the No. Winooski Ave corridor.
NAME

Resident / Employer or Owner /
Visitor / Employee

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS
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Petition to Change the City's Street Design for North Winooski Avenue
The City of Burlington is implementing a plan to remove 75- 100 on-street parking
spaces from North Winooski Avenue between Riverside Avenue and Pearl Street in
order to create a separated bike lane.

Our

message is this: Taking away the parking spaces on the east side of No.

Winooski Ave. without reasonably accommodating the neighborhood's multiple and
diverse needs will hurt the residents, nonprofits, and small businesses located there.
We support improvement of travel conditions for pedestrians, bicyclists, people with
disabilities, and drivers of buses, trucks, and automobiles, but we believe that the
decision-making process used faulty data and incorrect assum;itions, and the
outcome did not meet the goals established by the City Council.

We call on the City Council, the Public Works Commission, and the Mayor to
reconsider the proposed strategies in order to conduct a more inclusive process that
centers the design and implementation of multi-modal infrastructure around the
needs of our most disenfranchised and marginalized residents, employees, employers,
and visitors in the No. Winooski Ave corridor.
NAME

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS
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Petition to Change the City's Street Design for North Winooski Avenue
The City of Burlington is implementing a plan to remove 75- 100 on-street parking
spaces from North Winooski Avenue between Riverside Avenue and Pearl Street in
order to create a separated bike lane.

Our message is this: Taking away the parking spaces on the east side of No.
Winooski Ave. without reasonably accommodating the neighborhood's multiple and
diverse needs will hurt the residents, nonprofits, and small businesses located there.
We support improvement of travel conditions frcr pedestrians, bicyclists, people with
disabilities, and drivers of buses, trucks, and automobiles, but we believe that the
decision-making process used faulty data and incorrect assumptions, and the
'4 outcome did not meet the goals established by the City Council.
We call on the City Council, the Public Works Commission, and the Mayor to
reconsider the proposed strategies in order to conduct a more inclusive process that
centers the design and implementation of multi'modal infrastructure around the
needs of our most disenfranchised and marginalized residents, employees, employers,
and visitors in the No. Winooski Ave corridor.
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The City of Burlington is implementing a
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Our message is this: Taking away the parking rpr.", *i\ttg east side of No.
Winooski Ave. without reasonably accommodating the nei$hborhood's multiple and
diverse needs will hurt the residents, nonprofits, and small businesses located there.
We support improvement of travel conditions for pedestrians, bicyclists, people with
disabilities, and drivers of buses, trucks, and automobiles, but we believe that the
decision-making process used faulty data and incorrect assumptions, and the
outcome did not meet the goals established by the City Council.
We call on the City Council, the Public Works Commission, and the Mayor to
reconsider the proposed strategies in order to conduct a more inclusive process that
centers the design and implementation of multi-modal infrastructure around the
needs of our most disenfranchised and marginalized residents, employees, employers,
and visitors in the No. Winooski Ave corridor.
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Petition to Change the City's Street Design for North Winooski Avenue
The City of Burlington is implementing a plan to remove 75- 100 on-street parking
sPaces from North Winooski Avenue between Riverside Avenue and Pearl Street in
order to create a separated bike lane.

Our

message is this: Taking away the parking spaces on the east side of No^
Winooski Ave. without reasonably accommodating the neighborhood's multiple and
diverse needs will hurt the residents, nonprofits, and small businesses located there.

We support imProvement of travel conditions for pedestrians, bicyclists, people with
disabilities, and drivers of buses, trucks, and automobiles, but we believe that the
decision-making process used faulty data and incorrect assumptions, and the
outcome did not meet the goals established by the City Council.
We call on the City Council, the Public Works Commission, and the Mayor to
reconsider the proposed strategies in order to conduct a more inclusive process that
centers the design and implementation of multi-modal infrastructure around the
needs of our most disenfranchised and marginalized residents, employees, employers,
and visitors in the No. Winooski Ave corridor.
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Petition to Change the City's Street Design for North Winooski Avenue
The City of Burlington is implementing a plan to remove 75- 100 on-street parking
spaces from North Winooski Avenue between Riverside Avenue and Pearl Street in
order to create a seParated bike lane.
message is this: Taking away the parking spaces on the east side of No.
Winooski Ave. without reasonably accommodating the neighborhood's multiple and
diverse needs will hurt the residents, nonprofits, and small businesses located there.

Our

We support improvement of travel conditions for pedestrians, bicyclists, PeoPle with
disabilities, and drivers of buses, trucks, and automobiles, but we believe that the
decision-making process used faulty data and incorrect assumptions, and the
outcome did not meet the goals established by the City Council.
We call on the City Council, the Public Works Commission, and the Mayor to
reconsider the proposed strategies in order to conduct a more inclusive process that
centers the design and implementation of multi-modal infrastructure around the
needs of our most disenfranchised and marginalized residents, employees, employers,
and visitors in the No. Winooski Ave corridor.
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28 October 2021
To the Winooski Ave Corridor Committee:
I am writing to echo the many residents who spoke up in tonight’s meeting (10/28/2021) to voice our
acute frustration at the decisions you have unilaterally made for our neighborhood. Not once did you
answer the question several people asked:
Why do we need a new bike lane when we have bike lanes going north on Union and south on N.
Winooski already?
The question was completely ignored, arguably until the end, when committee member Jack Hanson
said in essence: “because that has already been decided.” As Beth Sightler, another resident, said
eloquently in the Zoom meeting, it is disappointing and insulting to be ignored and patronized.
I own a duplex on N. Winooski Ave. between Grant and North, in which I rent out a unit to four young
people. I bike regularly. I walk to work and around town. I still need a car.
I am not a corporate landlord; my spouse and I are middle-class people trying to survive in a city that
seems intent on pushing people like me and my tenants out with massive property tax increases and
plans like yours. We are democrats and we care a good deal about the environment and climate change.
I am not writing for myself, because I have a small driveway that can fit my household’s one car and
one car from my rental unit. But my rental unit has four people in it. They have jobs they need to drive
to. They too are trying to survive. Two of my tenants are, as I type, searching for subletters to take over
their leases for the sole reason that they can no longer find parking on Winooski Ave for the cars they
need to drive to their jobs, which are not bikable. The parking problem is getting worse, not better, and
you are going to remove over 100 spots from our existing supply. As Kara Greenblot said in the Zoom,
I cannot imagine it getting worse by 100 parking spots.
Your decision was decided without input from actual residents, most of whom only discovered this
preordained “inevitability” after we saw signs on our street. The “outreach” you apparently performed
was during a global pandemic and is not adequate—particularly since you appear to ignore your own
data that 42% of respondents in your own survey report being regularly unable to find parking near their
home.
I must admit it was particularly galling to discover that the committee member who spoke up in regard
to my block (and indeed only spoke up in regard to my block and never any other time) used his own,
uncommon experience to rapidly lead the committee to prioritize employees and other non-residents
(even though there are no commercial properties on the block, barring Kerry’s Market, which has its
own parking lot). As it turns out, Max Horovitz does not appear to live here. He engaged in casual
conversation at the start of the call about his location out of state.
Why does this person’s (perhaps lying?) anecdote decide what happens to our street? Why do
you ignore that people do not collectively work a 9-5 schedule? It is elitist and simply
inaccurate.
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Another unanswered question: what will you do with residents’ cars, which for many are required
since:
a) It is not feasible for most people to bike all winter, as the city does not actually maintain existing
bike lanes (so why will they maintain this one?) and we live in an extremely cold climate. Please
refer to your own panel member who raised this issue and did not receive an answer.
b) It is ablest and assumes that everyone can bike or walk, even when weather allows.
c) There is no feasible public transportation to outside Burlington, which many people need to
leave in order to work, recreate, and patronize the small towns and businesses that depend on us.
Your solutions primarily addressed employee and visitor needs, showing your disdain for renting and
owning residents. The only “options” you offered us were “pies in the sky,” as one of your own panelists
described: options like remote lots (which don’t exist in our densely populated area) or establishments
“sharing” their lots. To go this latter route, you disregarded your own data that no establishments were
willing to share their lots.
I urge you to listen to Brian Pine and Kristen Shapiro, the only voices I heard the entire meeting—
excepting residents like Beth Sightler, Kara Greenblot, and others—who acknowledged the reality of
parking on N. Winooski Ave. Reality means actual uses, by actual people, based on actual—not
fictional—data and experience.
If you think that there is excess capacity ever on our block you are mistaken, and I invite you to collect
data (rather than the paltry datum provided in the report).
Jean Bessette and Thomas Pashby
127 N. Winooski Ave.
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CCRPC Security Filter
Warning: Sender bradwiltfong@gmail\u8203 ?.com has never sent any emails to your organization.
Please be careful before replying.
Hello,
My name is Bradley Wiltfong. I am a citizen of Burlington.
I wanted to reach out and express my optimism, thanks, and support for this project.
My wife and I shop, commute, and recreate by walking/bicycling in Burlington and we are very enthusiastic about this project.
This project will go a very long ways in helping my wife and I feel safe riding in this area.
We have previously steered very clear of the project area because of the lack of bike lanes, poor visibility from cars parked on curb, and generalized hostility of motorists to other road users in this area.
There are businesses and restaurants we have opted not to visit in this area for that reason. Safe bike lanes and limited on-street parking will impact our decision to spend money in this area.
Please do what you can to ensure that this project moves forward and is completed.
Thank you for your time and work,
Brad
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Appendices: Winooski Avenue Parking Management Plan

APPENDIX F. PMP ADVISORY COMMITTEE
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CITY OF BURLINGTON
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
645 Pine St. Suite A
Burlington, VT 05401
802.865.7200 VOX
802.863.0466 FAX
802.863.0450 TTY

Chapin Spencer
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS

MEMORANDUM
To:

North Winooski Avenue Parking Management Plan Stakeholder Committee

From: Chapin Spencer, Director
Date:

February 14, 2022

Re:

Parking Management Plan Updated Recommendations

Thank you for the opportunity to participate in your January 20th Stakeholder Committee meeting.
It was helpful for me to hear from committee members and the public directly on this important
project.
As you will see below, the staff and consultant team has been busy since the January 20th meeting.
Based on public feedback, additional engagement and technical review, DPW staff and the
consultant team have updated the recommendations in the Parking Management Plan (PMP) – the
most significant is the proposed phased implementation of the parking changes along the corridor.
The PMP recommends implementing the parking modifications between Union Street and
Riverside Avenue as part of phase one (to be undertaken in 2022) and the parking changes south of
Union Street as phase two (to be undertaken in future years).
DPW Proposes Phased Corridor Study Implementation:
This phased recommendation follows DPW’s leadership decision to request upcoming City Council
support for phasing the Winooski Avenue Transportation Study’s implementation in the Old North
End. The completion of continuous bike lanes along this relatively flat route between the two most
densely populated parts of the state – downtown Burlington and downtown Winooski – must
remain a top priority given the City’s commitment to fighting the climate crisis, promoting public
health, and achieving a truly regional multi-modal transportation system. To this end, focusing on
closing the remaining key gap in Burlington – the section of North Winooski Avenue between Union
Street and Riverside Avenue – needs to be our top priority. Given the many complexities along the
entire North Winooski Avenue corridor that have been discussed and debated over many
Stakeholder Committee meetings, I do not believe the City can complete the necessary review and
approval process in time to coordinate the work with the State’s upcoming paving of Winooski
Avenue without phasing the project. Missing paving coordination would require the City to grind
out markings on a newly paved street and install new markings – which is costly, disruptive and
degrades the new pavement surface. This phased approach proposed by DPW leadership provides
the opportunity for the PMP Stakeholder Committee to also consider a phased implementation of
corridor parking changes.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
This material is available in alternative formats for persons with disabilities. To request an
accommodation, please call 802.863.9094 (voice) or 802.863.0450 (TTY).
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Off Street Parking Evaluation:
DPW staff heard an interest for additional off-street parking resources at several of the Stakeholder
Committee meetings. The Parking Management Plan discusses the benefit of a shared parking
approach where off-street parking lots are utilized by different users at different times or different
days of the week, but stakeholders requested we go further and see if any property owners would
agree to be early adopters. Over the last month, I have personally discussed the concept of shared
parking with many property owners/organizations including:
 Boucher & Pritchard Funeral Home
 Burlington Housing Authority
 Champlain Housing Trust
 Charlebois Rigging & Hardware
 Community Health Center Burlington
 Hinsdale Properties
 Howard Center
 Vermont Legal Aid
We are in active conversations with some of these entities who have expressed initial interest
though there are no solid commitments at this time. DPW will continue to work with any entity
interested in expanding the utilization of their off-street parking resources.
Enhanced Engagement: We also heard at the last meeting a request for additional engagement of
the small and BIPOC-owned enterprises along the corridor. Over the last month we’ve directly
communicated with 9 entities to review the Plan recommendations, get their feedback, and let them
know upcoming opportunities to get involved. This outreach was focused on the northern section
where phase one is proposed.
Review of Other Stakeholder Committee Suggestions:
At previous meetings there were suggestions to explore additional concepts beyond project phasing
and shared parking that were discussed above. Here is a quick summary of the other suggestions
and our responses:
 Notched in parking – Public comment included a request to see if we could “notch in”
parking within the greenbelt on the east side to replace curbside parking proposed to be
removed. DPW contracted with engineering firm Stantec to review the opportunities. The
results, as can be seen in the summary report, show that few spaces could be added and that
they would be expensive to construct, require more stormwater management, and many
would impact existing trees and utilities. It is even more challenging on the northern end of
the corridor where the eastern greenbelt width is narrow and would not accommodate
notched-in parking without a major realignment of the street. Any substantial notched in
parking would require undergrounding of aerial utilities which would be extremely
expensive.
 Seasonal bike lanes – A committee member asked us to review whether seasonal bike lanes
could be employed along the corridor to maximize parking during colder months. Staff
researched this and it is not a recommended practice nor could we find an example of it in
the United States. Communities like ours that are working to build a more sustainable
multi-modal transportation network are focusing on enhanced winter maintenance to keep
bike lanes open and safe throughout the winter. More info: https://altago.com/wpcontent/uploads/winter-bike-riding-white-paper-alta.pdf.
 Hyde St alignment – A committee member asked us to evaluate whether the north/south
bike facility could utilize a parallel street such as Hyde Street. DPW staff reviewed this
suggestion. Staff does not recommend relocating the bicycle facilities along Hyde Street for
the following reasons:
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1. North Winooski Ave is the direct route that was identified in planBTV Walk/Bike
and a more circuitous route is likely to be little used,
2. Many of the destinations for cyclists are along North Winooski Avenue, and
3. The intersection at Riverside and Willard St is un-signalized with an awkward,
suboptimal connection to the Riverside Avenue sidepath.
4. The alignment would utilize North Street to connect Hyde Street with Winooski
Avenue which would remove approximately 18 parking spaces on North Street and
create a hard to follow route with challenging left turn movements.
Summary of Recently Proposed PMP Changes:
 Phasing the installation of bike lanes along North Winooski Avenue with the prioritized first
section being from Union Street north to Riverside Avenue.
 Adding language regarding the City’s continued efforts to pursue off street shared parking
options.
 Reducing the recommendation to add meters between Grant St and North St to only those
needed in the southern end to replace any metered spaces lost south of Grant St with any
future phase implementation.
 Clarifying that DPW is open to considering time-limited parking restrictions on streets
adjacent to North Winooski Avenue such as Riverside Avenue if that facilitates better access
to adjacent commercial entities.
 Recommending additional bike share pods along North Winooski Avenue – particularly in
the Union Street to Riverside Avenue section.
These changes seek to be responsive to feedback received at previous meetings and in-between
meetings and we look forward to discussing them at the upcoming meeting.
Given the need to coordinate the first phase implementation with the State’s upcoming
paving project this year, we will be seeking the Stakeholder Committee’s approval of the
modified Parking Management Plan at your February 17th meeting.
Don’t hesitate to reach out to me (cspencer@burlingtont.gov) or Senior Transportation Planner
Nicole Losch (nlosch@burlingtonvt.gov) in advance of the meeting with any questions or feedback.
I look forward to seeing folks on Thursday.
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PMP Committee
Approved Motion during the Committee Meeting on February 17, 2022

Motion: The N. Winooski Avenue Parking Management Plan Steering
Committee finds that the plan fails to meet essential parking needs for
residents, business and service providers and makes the following
recommendation to the Public Works Commission and City Council:
 Pause the permanent removal of parking.
 During the pause, the Public Works shall work with small
businesses and service providers on TDM before removing
parking. This shall include:
 Signed agreements for shared off street parking to mitigate the
loss of parking for residents, business and service providers.
 Make improvements to transit – service 15 minute headways,
routes and shelters along N. Winooski Avenue before removing
parking

Pilot a temporary bike lane on N. Winooski Avenue between Union
and Riverside to be developed by DPW to better understand
impacts
 After the above effort, Public Works should present a new Parking
Management Plan developed through a collaborative effort with
the low-income and immigrant-owned businesses, social service
agencies, and tenants that provides a comprehensive solution to
the public for review and comment.
 During the pause, the City should take advantage of the state
repaving as interim steps during this pause to add sharrows,
improve crosswalks, post speed limit of 25mph and signs like
above before removing parking.
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